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The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge,
but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
- Proberbs 1:7

Who We Are
Gunma Felice Academy is a school that concentrates on the personal development
of its children, based on the values and teachings of the Bible. All classes are
conducted in English, teaching the children to develop their English skills to
native levels. We are a Japanese accredited kindergarten and private primary
school with a focus on these forms of education.
*Gunma Felice Academy is an ACSI Member School.
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౼౭ Diligence & Integrity
ಡ౻ತ
Gunma Felice Academy holds at its core the teachings and ideals of the Bible.
People in the past who have been educated based on the Bible have made
remarkable social contributions around the world. There are far too many people
to mention, but some of them include Florence Nightingale, President Abraham
Lincoln, Tadao Yanaihara, Uchimura Kanzo, and Joseph Hardy Neesima. What all of
these people have in common is their sublime spirit and strong capabilities. We, at

Principal
Masayuki TAMURA

Gunma Felice Academy, teach people to fear God and to act with a strong sense of
honesty and perseverance, while showing great consideration for others. We also
have a strong focus on language skills. We offer our children a solid education
during their early stages of infancy and childhood, so they can grow as bilingual
children with the ability to work in international circles in the future.
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Bilingual Education
Since 2004, Felice has been a bilingual
school, teaching infants and primary
school children in both English and Japanese. We have exerted great eﬀorts
in creating an environment that makes
it easy for them to learn, with a strong
focus on language education as the basis for their development as future contributors to people and society.

Gunmaʼs First Integrated
Academy with a Private
Primary School and
Accredited Kindergarten
Felice, founded in 2004, received authorization by the Governor of Gunma Prefecture in January 2012 to run an accredited kindergarten, opening its doors as
the Felice International Kindergarten.
Then in October 2014, the Felice Tamamura International Primary School opened its doors to the public. This collaboration between our kindergarten and
primary school allowed us to complete
the 10-year implementation of a Japanese-English bilingual system. We are
deeply grateful for everybody’s warm
support over this long period of development. Going forward, we shall continue
to refine our teaching methods even further, focusing on providing outstanding
education and personal development, in
English and Japanese.
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個性を伸ばす幼小一貫教育

Kindergarten Course Curriculum
1 and 2yr-olds

3yr-olds

Pre-K

Nursery Course
3GDBK@RRDR@QDƥKKDC
with greatly inquisitive
NMD@MCSVNXD@Q NKC
BGHKCQDMVGN@QDS@TFGS
using a variety of Mon
tessori teaching tools to
C DUD K N O  S G D H Q  ƥ M F D Q 
CDWSDQHSX@MC@AHKHSXSN
think.
During their English les
RNMR SGDBGHKCQDMG@UD
fun singing with their
M @ S H UD  S D @ B G D QR  @ M C 
OQDO@QHMFSGDLRDKUDR
for the English classes
the following year.
3GDBGHKCQDM@KRNKD@QM
@ANTSSGDHQRTQQNTMC
HMFR@MCDUDQXC@XCHRBH
OKHMD 3GDXKD@QMLNSH
U@SHNM @MCF@HMSGD
BNMƥCDMBD SNCNSGHMFR
AXSGDLRDKUDRENKCHMF
SGDHQBKNSGDR SHCXHMFTO 
walking nicely, using
scissors correctly, wring
ing cleaning cloths,
cleaning, eating with
FNNCL@MMDQR DSB 

Kindergarten

Immersion Course
Now this is the start of the
ENQL@K AHKHMFT@K BK@RRDR 
3GD DUDQXC@X RJHKKR SG@S
SGDXKD@QMDCHMBK@RRVGDM
SGDXVDQDSVNXD@QRNKCNQ
XNTMFDQ @QD @ FQD@S GDKO
when learning English for
DUDQXC@XTRD  KKBNMUDQR@
tions with the teachers are
B@QQHDCNTSHM$MFKHRG '@KE
NED@BGRBGNNKC@XHRRODMS
ROD@JHMFHM$MFKHRG
"NMUDQR@SHNMR HM )@O@MDRD
with the teachers are also
B@QQHDC NTS TRHMF ,NMSDR
RNQH SNNKR SN OQ@BSHBD SGD
K@MFT@FD QDPTHQDC ENQ
DUDQXC@X KHED  (M @CCHSHNM 
SGDX @KRN TRD RDMRNQX @HCR
SN CDUDKNO SGDHQ @AHKHSX SN
SGHMJ @MC DMBNTQ@FD SGDHQ
RDMRDNEHMCDODMCDMBD

3GDBGHKCQDMRODMCG@KENE
SGDHQ C@X HM ETKK HLLDQ
RHNM  ROD@JHMF SN SGDHQ
SD@BGDQR @MC VHSG SGDHQ
EDKKNVRSTCDMSRBNLOKDSD
ly in English.
3GD BGHKCQDM ADBNLD
E@LHKH@Q VHSG SGD $MFKHRG
language as they follow a
OQNFQ@LSG@SCDUDKNORSGD
A@RHR ENQ QD@CHMF @MC
VQHSHMF  @KKNVHMF SGDL SN
G@UD ETM @MC KD@QM HM @
M@STQ@K DMUHQNMLDMS  3GD
,NMSDRRNQH LDSGNCR TRD
SNNKR SN @KKNV BGHKCQDM SN
KD@QM RONMS@MDNTRKX HM
the areas of sensory
DCTB@SHNM  L@SGDL@SHBR
@MCK@MFT@FDR

What is Montessori Education
in Kindergarten?
,NMSDRRNQHDCTB@SHNMHR@MDCTB@SHNM@K@OOQN@BG
VGHBGCDUDKNODCAX(S@KH@MOGXRHBH@M ,@QH@,NMSDR
RNQH HMD@QKXSGBDMSTQX @MCHSHRBG@Q@BSDQHYDCAX
@MDLOG@RHRNMHMCDODMCDMBD @MCQDRODBSENQ@
BGHKCRM@STQ@KORXBGNKNFHB@K OGXRHB@K@MCRNBH@KCD
UDKNOLDMS %DKHBDOQNUHCDRSGHRDCTB@SHNMHM)@O@
MDRDK@MFT@FD AX)@O@MDRDSD@BGDQRVGNS@JDROQN
EDRRHNM@KSQ@HMHMFRAX,NMSDRRNQH1DRD@QBG"DMSQDHM
Tokyo every year.

In English, this is the year
VGDQDSGDBGHKCQDMRS@QSSN
KD@QM @ANTS OGNMHBR  3GDX
KD@QM RHLOKD VNQCR  KD@QM
SN QD@C RHFGS VNQCR  @MC
RS@QS ƥMCHMF NTS GNV SN
RNKUD RNLD L@SGDL@SHB@K
OQNAKDLR
3GD ,NMSDRRNQH LDSGNCR
also start teaching the
BGHKCQDM @ANTS L@SGDL@S
HBR  K@MFT@FDR @MC BTKSTQD 
(M BTKSTQD DCTB@SHNM  SGDX
TRD CHƤDQDMS QDRNTQBDR SN
increase their awareness of
SGD QDRS NE SGD VNQKC  (M
@CCHSHNM  SGDX @KRN RS@QS
KD@QMHMF SGD A@RHBR NE
RHLOKDL@SGDL@SHB@KB@KBT
K@SHNMR @MC OQ@BSHBHMF
writing hiragana charac
ters.

Effective Learning in Small Groups
!HKHMFT@KDCTB@SHNMHRLTBGLNQDDƤDBSHUDVGDMCNMDHMBK@RRDRVHSG
@RL@KKMTLADQNEODNOKD 6DOQNUHCDSGDODQEDBSDMUHQNMLDMSSN
@KKNVD@BGRSTCDMSSNDWODQHDMBDOKDMSXNEBNLLTMHB@SHNM@MC
HMSDQ@BSHNMCHQDBSKXVHSGSGDHQM@SHUDSD@BGDQR 

Primary School Curriculum

*We are a primary school accredited by the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in October 2014.

Half of a School Day is
Taught in English
Aiming to Pass Grade 2 of the Eiken

(English Proficiency Test)
%DKHBD ENBTRDR NM SGD OQNUHRHNM NE
$MFKHRG DCTB@SHNM SGQNTFG SGD BTQQHBT
KTL OQNUHCDC AX HSR JHMCDQF@QSDM @MC
OQHL@QX RBGNNK  3GD OQHL@QX RBGNNK
BTQQHBTKTL HR S@TFGS ETKKX HM $MFKHRG ENQ
G@KE NE SGD BGHKCQDMR RBGNNK C@X  3GD
RSTCDMSR @QD LNSHU@SDC SN ENKKNV SGDHQ
HMSDQDRSRHMNQCDQSNOQNFQDRRSGDHQCDUDK
NOLDMS HMBKTCHMFKD@QMHMF$MFKHRG@MC
ENKKNVHMF@OQNFQ@LSNCDUDKNOSGDA@RHR
ENQQD@CHMF@MCVQHSHMF 3GDNAIDBSHUDNE
SGDOQHL@QXRBGNNKBTQQHBTKTLHRSNG@UD
RSTCDMSR ADBNLD ƦTDMS HM $MFKHRG @MC
@BGHDUD &Q@CD  NE SGD $HJDM $MFKHRG
/QNƥBHDMBX3DRS 6DDCTB@SDNTQBGHKCQDM
SN FHUD SGDL SGD @AHKHSX SN STQM SGDHQ
ETSTQDCQD@LRHMSNQD@KHSX

The Senior Years also Prepare Children for Junior High School Examinations
.TQRBGNNKENBTRDRNMOQNUHCHMF$MFKHRG
DCTB@SHNM VHSG SGD OTQONRD NE O@RRHMF
&Q@CDNESGD$HJDM$MFKHRG/QNƥBHDMBX
3DRS  @ PT@KHƥB@SHNM JMNVM SN QDPTHQD
English skills equivalent to senior high
RBGNNKFQ@CT@SDKDUDK 'NVDUDQ VD@KRN

BNMBDMSQ@SD FQD@S DƤNQSR HM OQNUHCHMF
DWBDKKDMS DCTB@SHNM HM SGD )@O@MDRD
K@MFT@FD (MSGDOQHL@QXRBGNNKBTQQHBT
KTL  )@O@MDRD SD@BGDQR S@JD RL@KK BK@RR
FQNTOR  OQNUHCHMF NMD SN NMD @SSDMSHNM
SN D@BG RSTCDMS SN GDKO SGDL CDUDKNO
SGD@B@CDLHBA@RHRENQ)@O@MDRDQD@CHMF
BNLOQDGDMRHNM @RVDKK@RSGD@AHKHSXSN
@BPTHQDMDVJMNVKDCFD (M@CCHSHNM SGD
RDMHNQ XD@QR @KRN CDUDKNO SGD RSTCDMSRŗ
JMNVKDCFD @MC @AHKHSX SN S@BJKD SGD
ITMHNQ GHFG RBGNNK DMSQ@MBD DW@LHM@
tions.

Concentrating on Personal Development for the Benefit of Others
Let all that you do be done with love.
- I Corinthians 16:14

,NRS ODNOKD VNTKC @FQDD SG@S JMNVK
DCFD ENQFDR SGD O@SG SN NTQ BGHKCQDMR
ETSTQD 'NVDUDQ HMNQCDQSNKHUDNTQKHUDR
VGHKDADHMF@CLHQDCAXL@MX VDƥQLKX
ADKHDUDSG@SHSHRDRRDMSH@KSNCDUDKNOSGD
RSQDMFSG @MC JHMCMDRR SN FHUD NMSN
NSGDQRVG@SVDNAS@HMENQNTQRDKUDR .TQ
RBGNNK ENBTRDR NM CDUDKNOHMF KNUD ENQ
NSGDQR A@RDC NM SGD SD@BGHMFR NE SGD
!HAKD  BNMBDMSQ@SHMF NM SGD OQ@BSHB@K
ODQRNM@KCDUDKNOLDMSNEBGHKCQDMENQSGD
ADMDƥSNEODNOKD@MCRNBHDSX
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By the end of the two-year-old class, children will have
learned many different things and developed accordingly.
When they go up into the junior class, they spend more
than half of each day in an English environment. The
special educational immersion resources used by Felice,
the GrapeSEED program, is of such high quality that it
is used in America not only for immigrant children, but
also as supplementary material in regular English classes.
We perform activities, appropriate to the age of the
student, centering on the GrapeSEED program. For threeyear-old children, activities focus on sensory work (play
related to the senses). From four years old, we start easy
reading and writing activities. When they turn five, they
are able to read easy picture books and write sentences.
By developing their ability to think by themselves and
raising their ability to express themselves, we create the
foundations that will give them the confidence to interact
with foreign people if, in the future, they travel abroad.
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KINDERGARTEN
COURSE
OUR BILINGUAL EDUCATION
with MONTESSORY METHOD

\U

\UV

The aim of this course is to get used to school life and everyday discipline,
and for them to become familiar with the fundamentals of English.
Through repetition of sensory stimulation and activities, based on Montessori
education, the child‘s intellectual curiosity is fulfilled. By experiencing the
joy of doing something by themselves, even young children gain confidence.
For their English education, giving children the experience of hearing sounds
that are not produced in Japanese broadens the range of sounds they are
used to, and they can become familiar with English. We hope that the children
will become independent if we have instilled good habits into them by the
age of two.

\UV

3UH.

.

WE LOVE "WHY?"

Felice Children, who have from a young age received language stimulation,
are very sensitive to language. As they get older, in Felice, they eventually
reach the position of a “year zero”, which means that they are studying the
fundamentals of reading, writing, and arithmetic in both English and Japanese. For children bursting with curiosity, this isn‘t study but rather a way to
discover new things. Getting a real sense of being able to read and write by
themselves gives them confidence. We plan to make learning fun and to put
our all into making materials for tactile learning.

LEARNING ENGLISH EVERYDAY

The classes and halls of the school are constantly filled with the sounds of
children's fun-filled singing and laughter. In order to establish bilingualism
from this early age, it is essential to come up with many different plans and
ideas, and lots of fun things. Every day, the teachers think about this, making
the necessary preparations for providing the children with a fun and healthy
upbringing. We do crafts that you can't normally see in Japan, colorful things,
things which lead even adults to think, “Wow! What's this? It looks interesting.”
We are always thinking of activities with a meaning, that the children will be
able to learn something from. We go to pick up fallen leaves at the nearby
park, using those leaves to make things and everyone has fun, spending time
together. Look, touch, talk, enjoy. Everything takes place in English.
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Nursery Course
Daily Plan
7:30-8:30Morning Care
8:30-9:00Drop Oﬀ / Play Time
9:00-9:30Circle Time
9:30-10:15English Time
10:15-10:55Play Time
10:55-11:40
Montessory Activities
11:40-13:00 Lunch
13:00-14:00 Nap
14:15-14:45 English Time

NURSERY COURSE

14:45-15:30Snack, Pick Up
15:30-19:00 Afterschool Care

FOR 1 YRAND 2YR-OLDS
The Nursery Course, designed primarily
for one and two year-old children,

and doing other everyday activities. The

skills that they will require for the formal

teaches them the disciplines of everyday

children can play around freely in a large

English classes that they will receive in

life and the foundations for learning

garden, and the food harvested from the

subsequent years. We also offer drop-

English. Teachers are qualified in the

school’s vegetable plot, which is cooked

in extended-hours childcare from 3pm

Montessori teaching methods used for

for their meals, also forms an important

onwards, another important element for

teaching children the world over. Our

part of their education. In addition,

the progress of our children's education,

kindergarten provides classes with a

they are also taught by a native English

which is carried out in close consultation

maximum of 18 pupils, who develop the

teacher every day for 30 to 70 minutes.

with their parents and guardians.

ability to learn by themselves by eating

Through fun play, the children learn the
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Immersion Course
Daily Plan
7:30-8:30Morning Care
8:30-9:00Drop Oﬀ/ Play Time
9:45-10:00 Snack
10:00-10:30 Circle Time
10:30-11:00 Center Activities
11:00-11:50 Grape Seed、Craft/Math/
Theme Lesson
11:50-13:00Lunch
13:00-13:30Reading
13:30-14:00Play Time
14:30-15:00 Snack, Dismissal,
Montessori Activities
15:00-15:30 Pickup
15:30-19:00

IMMERSION COURSE

FOR 3,4 AND
5-YR-OLDS
After completion of the Nursery Course,

pupils. From the point of view of the

their education, including the time they

the children's education is deepened

development of their learning abilities,

spend harvesting food from the school's

further towards the primary school

we believe that this is an important age

vegetable plots, and also eating the

curriculum, while retaining both English

that cannot be overlooked, particularly for

meals cooked with those ingredients.

and

tongue

the development of their body and sense

We also progress their learning further

(Japanese). All Immersion Course teachers

of self. We use the Montessori methods in

through a variety of events, masterful

are native English speakers. An overseas

Japanese to the full, in order to progress

Christmas performances, and English

teacher and a Japanese teacher work

the children's learning, while respecting

theatrical plays.

in close collaboration with each other

the individuality of each child. Playtime

to teach each one of the kindergarten

in the garden is extremely important for

the

children's

mother
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OCTOBER

OCTOBER

14

15

SPORTS DAY

CHRISTMAS CONCERT

BAZAAR DAY

Sports Day is one of the most
important school events in Japan.
It is an exciting day for all.

In immersion courses, children will
play English Plays on stage.

Our bazaar will be held in
Autumn, everyone will wear
costumes to enjoy this festival
day.
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OCTOBER

OCTOBER

21

22

CALLIGRAPHY/MOCHI DAY

OPEN HOUSE

We also have some Japanese
traditional school events like
Japanese calligraphy, Mochi day
etc.

Our children are super excited
to welcome their parents to
school.

OCTOBER

19
OUTINGS
We conduct diﬀerent outings
for diﬀerent ages throughout
the school year.

OCTOBER

29
SCHOOL UNI

School uniform
s to

FORMS

be worn at sc
hool.

S
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I
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OPTIONA
SCHOOL BUSES

MORNING CARE ALSO AVAILABLE

Round trip school buses are also availble in
Isesaki, Maebashi, Takasaki, Ota, Honjo, and
Tamamura areas. Morning care is available
from 7AM.

GOOD
MORNING!

SCHOOL LUNCH

SCHOOL LUNCH SERVICE IS ALSO
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

YUM-YUM!

You can bring your own lunch(Bento), or
sign up for the school lunch service.
School Lunch for Nursery Course is cooked
in the school kitchen.

AFTERSCHOOL CARE

AVAILABLE UNTIL 7PM

Our regular program finishes at 3PM, but
Afterschool Care is also abailable on request.
Daily or Monthly plans are available.

EXTENSION
PROGRAMS
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ALL-ROUND BILINGUAL EDUCATION

OUR AIM
At Felice Tamamura International
School, our teachers are skilled professionals who present lessons that are
geared to student success and adeptly
bridge the student-teacher gap by tho-

roughly grasping their personalities.
Due to this, we can implement instructional programs that are tailored
to their diﬀerent learning needs. Such
programs empower our students to

spread their wings and do Japan proud
by shining on the global stage as they
improve their English skills carefully
nurtured from kindergarten without
deviating from the objectives of elementary school education in Japan. As
such, lessons for all subjects are conducted in both English and Japanese.
Additionally, our enrollment comprises
an international mix of diverse cultures, thereby enabling our students to
concurrently learn and build friendships that transcend diﬀerences due to
nationality, race, language, etc.
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IN JAPANESE

IN JAPANESE / ENGLISH

IN JAPANESE / ENGLISH

JAPANESE

MATH

SCIENCE

Japanese is one of the most important
subject. We also provide JSL* classes for
non Japanese speakers.

We conduct Math classes both in Japanese and in English. Students will acquire basic math concepts to be learned in
their elementary years.

We conduct Science classes both in Japanese and in English. Students will learn
through various kinds of Hands-on-investigations.

(*Japanese as a Second Language)

IN ENGLISH

N
R
A
E
L
E
WHAT W

ENGLISH
English is taught as a subject. Students
will learn not only speaking, but also reading, writing, grammar, etc.

IN ENGLISH / JAPANESE

SOCIAL STUDIES
Social studies are taught in English and
in Japanese. Students will learn about the
world around them.
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HOW WE LEARN AT FELICE
ENRICHING HANDS-ON LEARNING
encourages students’ growth
Held throughout the year and incorporated into all grade levels, hands-on experiential programs, including Social Studies field trips, farm activities and food education
increase the opportunities for students to enhance their sense of belonging to their
community. These programs give impetus for them to learn from hands-on learning via
a multitude of activities. Through our curriculum that is in accordance with children’s
developmental stages, we provide an environment for our students to foster a love for
learning while enjoying the activities.

READING PROGRAM
A unique feature of Felice Tamamura International School is the library. Besides Japanese books, our library carries a vast collection of English books. Also, we provide opportunities for our students to be exposed to a wealth of information by engaging in
exploratory learning at our computer laboratory. Our reading programs are designed
to create an environment in which our students broaden their thinking, undertake
self-directed learning, develop a passion for reading and acquire deep knowledge.

COMPUTER LITERACY
In this modern age when the Internet can be found in every corner of our daily lives,
we believe that IT is an absolute essential part of children's education. Our school
promotes learning through research using computers, and through classes aided by
visual materials. English lessons cover the use of the Internet for research, typing
practice, the use of the Internet, and other skills that have become essential in our
modern society.
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SPORTS DAY
Sports day is one of the most
important school events in Japan.
Families and friends are also
welcomed.

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

14

15

CHRISTMAS CONCERT SUMMER SCHOOL
All elementary school students
will be involved in an English
play.

L
O
O
H
SC
S
T
N
E
V
E
OCTOBER

OCTOBER

21

22

FIELD TRIPS

OPEN HOUSE

We conduct diﬀerent varieties
of field trips to enrich students'
learning.

Open house day will allow parents
to see students' daily school life
and classes.

Our exclusive summer school will
be held during summer vacation.
Enjoy our science programs, all
conducted in English.

OCTOBER

19
OUTINGS
On outing day, students will visit
zoos, aquariums, museums, or
parks.

OCTOBER

29
SCHOOL UNI

FOERMS

Please refer
to the scho
ol uniform
information pa
per for more in
fo.
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EIKEN Accomplishments

This brings up the question of how
high our students’ English proficiency
levels are. At Felice Tamamura International School, when our students reach
the upper grades in elementary school,
it is guaranteed that almost every one
of them will acquire the ability to pass
EIKEN Grade 2. Although it is certainly
the case that the level of English proficiency cannot be determined by just
looking at EIKEN results, we must note
that EIKEN carries considerable weight
in English language education in Japan. (Taking EIKEN examinations is optional.) EIKEN is being utilized as one
of the deliverable outcomes we aim to
achieve. Other than EIKEN, we also employ TOEFL Junior tests.

How about Japanese
and Mathematics?

THE PATH AFTER
GRADUATION
Our school holds classes with up
to a maximum of 20 students, developing and stretching the strength of each individual and increasing their options for the future.
The core of our school is based
on Japanese and English bilingual education, from kindergarten to
primary school.

In addition, we also provide guidance and training on possible
future paths primarily for children
in years 5 and 6. We provide detailed guidance for preparing children
to progress to private junior high
schools in the capital cities located
primarily within the North Kanto region.

While studying at our school, the
majority of students achieve Grade
2 of the Eiken English Proficiency
Test, a qualification known to require English skills equivalent to senior high school graduate level, thus
we believe that their education
through junior high school is likely
to be very good.

(Our school covers the full curriculum approved
by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.)

Felice Tamamura International School
makes use of the Kanken and Suken—
aptitude tests for Japanese kanji characters and Mathematics respectively.
All our students who sat for tests corresponding to their grade levels managed to pass them; some of them even
cleared daunting tests such as Kanken
Grade 1 and Suken Grade 1 with flying
colors. (Taking such tests is optional.)
Notwithstanding the fact that one’s
ability cannot be conclusively reflected via aptitude test scores alone, we
believe that the use of such tests is
integral to stretching our students’
abilities in a bilingual learning environment. As a private elementary
school in Japan, we implement the MEXT-approved Courses of Study 100%.
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OUR HISTORY
2004 April

Felice begins as an “unaccredited daycare
center” featuring English education in Miyako,
Isesaki with 12 pupils.

2008 April

Our international elementary school opens with
four pupils (Accredited as an Association of
Christian Schools International member school)

October

Felice receives “certificate of fulfillment of
standards of direction and supervision as an
unaccredited daycare center” from Gunma
Prefecture.

2010 October

Felice moves from Miyako to a site of roughly
6600 m2 in Tamamura Iizuka in Isesaki, where
new kindergarten, elementary school, and
administrative buildings are constructed
(number of pupils exceeds 100).

2012 January

Gunma Prefecture approves Felice as a
“recognized kindergarten,” making it the first
unaccredited daycare center to be recognized in
the prefecture.

2012 October

With the cooperation of Tamamura, Felice applies
to the cabinet for a license as an elementary
school using a special educational zone.

2014 June 27

The Prime Minister officially recognizes the
“Tamamura Special International Education
Zone”

2014 October 10

Official announcement of permit establishing
the Tamamura Special International Education
Zone School
We are preparing to open in April 2015 under
the name Felice Tamamura International School,
which will be the second private Englishbilingual elementary school in the country, and
first in Gunma Prefecture.

2014 November 15

Tenth anniversary celebration of opening of
Felice International School.

328 Izuka Tamamura-Town Sawa-District
Gunma 370-1102 JAPAN
Tel:0270-75-6600 Fax: 0270-75-6601
http://felice.ed.jp/

tel.0270-75-6602

tel.0270-75-6622

